Useful Information
Money
The official currency is the Turkish Lira (TRY - TL). Currency can
be exchanged at banks, exchange booths, post offices. Banks
have the worst rates and highest commissions, but will
exchange lesser known foreign currencies. Banks open mainly
Monday to Friday. Major credit cards are widely accepted; the
most popular are Visa or MasterCard, but American Express is
accepted in many of the more expensive places. Travellers
cheques can be exchanged at some banks and currency
exchange offices, but are not as welcome as cash or credit cards.
ATMs are widely available and Most bank branches have ATMs
which accept Cirrus and Plus.
Electrical Appliances
The electricity supply in Turkey is alternating current, 220-250
volts, 50 Hz. Appliances for 110 or 120 volts may be operated by
using step down transformers of 220-250 / 110 volts connected
to each outlet.

Embassies
Bulgaria
Atatürk Boulevard - Telephone: +90 (312) 467 2071
Croatia
Kelebek St.– Telephone: +90 (312) 446 0831
France
Paris St.- Telephone: +90 (312) 455 4545
Hungary
Layoş Koşut St. - Telephone: +90 (312) 442 2275

Time Zone
Turkey is in the Eastern European Time Zone, 2 hours ahead of
Greenwich Mean Time (GMT + 2).
Climate
Ankara has a continental climate with cold, wet winters and
warm, dry summers. However the climate varies considerably
across the province with a more continental climate dominating
the South, pleteau areas, whereas the warm and wet Black Sea
climate affects the North of the province.
Travel Health
Tap water in Ankara has been chlorinated, but bottled
water is still recommended for drinking. Food from
street vendors should be treated with caution.
Private Hospitals
·
Akay Hospital
·
Bayındır Hospital
·
Çankaya Hospital
·
Kavaklıdere Umut Hospital

Contact Info
Hacettepe University
Department of Information Management
06800 Beytepe ANKARA TURKEY
Tel: +90 (312) 297 8200
Fax: +90 (312) 299 2014
E-Mail: bby@hacettepe.edu.tr
Twitter: @hu_bby

Libraries
·
The National Library of Turkey (Milli Kütüphane)
·
Adnan Ötüken Public Library
·
Cebeci Public Library
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About Turkey & Ankara

WHAT to EAT in
ANKARA
Turkish Cuisine
Suggestions for breakfast:
Simit (Turkish bagels), poğaça (pastry), cheese and Turkish tea
Suggestions for lunch and dinner:
Döner (sliced meat on a vertical spit), köfte (meatball), Turkish
kebabs, Lahmacun, (Turkish pizza), gözleme (Turkish pancake) ,
mantı (Turkish ravioli)
Drinks:
Alcoholic beverages: Local vines such as Kavaklıdere, Doluca,
Corvus, Turasan; Turkish Rakı (Selling alcoholic beverages is
forbidden in the campus)
Non-alcoholic beverages: Ayran, Şalgam, Boza
Desserts:
Baklava, lokum (Turkish delight), kadaif with scrambled butter,
milk based desserts

Turkish Cuisine >>>

“Go for the history,
stay for the food”

About Turkey & Ankara
Turkish landscape encompasses a vast variety of geographical zone, it has combined characteristics of the three continents of the world: Europe, Asia and
Africa. Turkey has remarkably wide climatic variations. Surrounded by seas on three sides, it is a beach paradise with over 8.000 km of sunny strips of sand. It
also has an abundance of plant and wildlife species that can be enjoyed in the many national parks around the country
Home to more than 20 different
fascinating civilizations, Turkey
has a 10.000 year-old heritage,
much of which is still being
uncovered. Its rich history is very
much part of the present, with
temples, ancient theatres,
churches, mosques, tombs,
palaces and fortresses, and
many fascinating museums
which bring the past to life.
In cities like İstanbul and Ankara,
there is a modern, lively
ambience of contemporary
society living alongside tradition.
The history of Ankara and its
surroundings stretches back to
the Hatti civilization of the
Bronze Age. Two thousand years
before Jesus, the Hittites
become the dominant power of
the region, and were
then followed by the Phyrgians,
Lydians and Persians.

In the 3rd Century BC, a Celtic
race known as the Galatians
made Ankara their capital city.
The name Ankara comes from
the word 'Ancyra', which
means 'anchor.'
Ankara gained prominence
under the leadership of Atatürk
during the national resistance
which followed World War I. It
was declared the capital of the
new Turkish Republic on October
13th 1923 when the National
War of Independence freed
Turkey from foreign occupation.
Occupying one of the most
prominent parts of the city is
Anıtkabir, the magnificent
mausoleum constructed to
commemorate Atatürk. This
structure, which was completed
in 1953, is a synthesis of antique
and modern architectural
themes, and proves the elegance
and strength of Turkish
architecture.

The oldest parts of the city
surround the Castle. The Alaaddin
Mosque found inside its walls is
still one of the best examples of
Selçuk art and wood
craftsmanship, in spite oft he fact
that it was restored by the
Ottomans. The area has
experienced a rejuvenation with
the restoration of many
interesting old Turkish houses,
and the opening a several art
galleries and fine restaurants
which feature examples of
traditional Turkish cuisine. Near
the gate of the castle is the
Museum of Anatolian
Civilizations, which is a beautifully
restored portion of the old
bazaar. It contains priceless
artifacts belonging to the
Paleolithic and Neolithic eras as
well as the Hatti, Hittite,
Phrygian, Urartu and Roman
civilizations.

Discover Ankara >>>
Tourist Attractions
· Hamamönü
· Ankara Citadel
· Pirinç Han
· Mehmet Akif Ersoy Museum
· Museum of Turkish War of
Independence (1st Parliament
Building)
· The Anıtkabir Atatürk and
War of Independence
Museum
· The Ethnography Museum
· The State Museum of Painting
and Sculpture
· Cermodern
· The Çengel Han Rahmi Koç
Museum
· Temple of Augustus
· The Roman Baths
· The Hacı Bayram Mosque
· The Kocatepe Mosque

Shopping
There is no shortage of shopping centers in Ankara, offering a variety of international brands and designer names. However, for a little more local character,
the local markets (pazars), around the Citadel and particularly along the Çıkrıkçılar Yokuşu (the Weaver's Road) offer a range of items, from traditional fabrics,
hand-woven carpets, leather products to spices.
Bakırcılar Çarşısı, also in the old part of Ankara in Ulus, is a well known Ankara bazaar famous for its wide range of copper goods, but, if you look hard, you’ll
find jewelry, antiques and handmade carpets. The bazaar welcomes everyone who prefers original, hand-made products of a very high
quality.
A modern and popular shopping district can be found within the Hotels Area of Kavaklıdere: Tunalı Hilmi Street is lined with many shops, cafes, restaurants and
bars, and is a popular place to hang out, day and night
Besides shops and stores in central locations like Kızılay and Ulus, shopping malls in every part of Ankara host stores and shops, catering all kinds of customers.
The most notable ones are Karumin Çankaya; Panora in Oran; Migros Ankamall in Akköprü; Ankuva in Bilkent;Armada, Cepa and Kentpark on the Eskişehir road;
Galleria in Ümitköy; Arcadiumand Koru Mesa Plaza in Çayyolu.
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